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TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

Theft

19-119891

Zoffee Court

Disturbance
Domestic

19-119905

Animal Bite

19-119888

Disturbance
Domestic

19-119923

Narcotics

19-119963

17

TRAFFIC STOPS

27

BAKER ACTS

DATE: 12/29/2019

SUMMARY

RP stated after a gathering with friends at his residence, he found
two of his firearms missing. Two firearms were entered stolen.
Report by Deputy Barnett.
Llobell Place
S1 and his wife were involved in an argument that turned physical
when S1 spit on her. S1 was located by FBPD and placed under
arrest reference domestic battery. Report by Deputy Barnett.
Florida Park Drive V1 was bitten on her lower left arm by her roommate’s dog
“Rambo” (miniature pinscher). V1 refused medical attention.
Animal control responded and removed the dog from the residence
for quarantine. Report by Corporal Santoianni.
Bunker Knolls
S1 was placed under arrest and charged with domestic battery after
Lane
hitting his live-in girlfriend with the front door. S1 also tackled V1
in the front yard causing minor injuries. Report by Deputy Strack.
E State Road 100 DFC Gaddie performed a traffic stop on a vehicle for making an
and Old Kings
illegal U-Turn. While speaking with the occupants they advised
Road
they were traveling back from Miami and didn’t have any luggage
with them and popped the trunk open and advised that law
enforcement could look. DFC Gaddie located a large Target bag
containing approximately a pound of cannabis. S1 then put the car
in drive and sped away from the traffic stop Northbound on I-95.
Deputy Denker had a successful stop stick hit on three tires on the
vehicle as it exited MM 289 and continued Westbound on Palm
Coast Parkway. S1 fled on foot from the vehicle behind 4950 Belle
Terre Parkway (Publix) and was located by Sergeant Weaver hiding
underneath a Conex building behind the Post Office after two
employees directed law enforcement to where they saw S1 run.
The passenger, S2, originally produced an altered Passport
identifying himself and it was determined he was in the country
illegally and he was arrested for unauthorized possession of an
identification document. S1 was arrested for aggravated fleeing
and eluding, possession of cannabis over 20 grams, tampering with
evidence and resisting arrest without violence. Report by DFC
Gaddie.

